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Logpoint launches Business-Critical
Security solution for  SAP SuccessFactors
to safeguard personal data

• Logpoint releases Business-Critical Security (BCS) for SAP
SuccessFactors, a real-time end-to-end security and compliance
monitoring solution for SAP SuccessFactors, providing holistic,
landscape-wide threat visibility.

• BCS for SAP SuccessFactors delivers an easy overview with a
single pane of glass, automatically identifies issues that
compromise data integrity and compliance, and quick time-to-
value.

COPENHAGEN, Denmark, April 13, 2023 – Logpoint today announced the



new release of its Business-Critical Security (BCS) solution for SAP
SuccessFactors, enabling real-time security and compliance monitoring of
SAP SuccessFactors, which is a Human Capital Management (HCM)
application. Through log extraction, continuous monitoring and cross-
correlation of data, BCS for SuccessFactors provides holistic, landscape-wide
threat visibility in the Logpoint Converged SIEM platform or any other SIEM
solution.

SAP SuccessFactors store a wide range of personal data, from basic details
like date of birth to potentially sensitive information such as religion, salary,
pension schemes, social security numbers, or medical history. Protecting the
confidentiality of employee information is essential to meet data privacy
laws. In the last two years, 79 percent of organizations have experienced
identity-related breaches, and 99 percent believe these could have been
prevented.

“Being a Cloud-based product raises a series of security challenges;
employees working remotely using unsafe devices and networks, the fact that
there are no fixed perimeters in the Cloud, and lack of visibility into the
enclosed system,” says Sükrü Ilker Birakoglu, Logpoint Senior Director.
“Today, collecting and investigating the relevant security logs is impossible
because they are dispersed throughout many reports and events. Up until
now, SuccessFactors has been a black box.”

Integrating with the Logpoint Converged SIEM platform or other SIEM
solutions, BCS for SuccessFactors provides an easy overview with a single
pane of glass, allowing users to get complete threat visibility to improve their
security response and effectively distinguish potential risks from critical
vulnerabilities that could be exploited. The solution also automatically
identifies data integrity and compliance issues, easing the burden of
complying with GDPR, CCPA, and other data privacy standards.

“As organizations migrate to SAP cloud solutions like SuccessFactors, they
need to be mindful that they themselves are responsible for their own
customer data and data security, authentication and authorizations, and to
review security logs,” says Sükrü Ilker Birakoglu. “We’re excited to offer the
first and fully automated advanced SuccessFactors monitoring solution in the
market, enabling our customers to be confident that compliance monitoring
and data privacy is ensured.”
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BCS for SuccessFactors reads and collects the relevant SuccessFactors logs
through SAP iRPA (Intelligent Robotic Process Automation), a connector. The
logs are subsequently fed into SIEM for analysis, cross-correlation, and
continuous monitoring. Tracking all authorizations, logins, access to sensitive
data, misuse of privileges and more enables organizations to detect
unauthorized downloads of sensitive data, changes to user roles, role-based
permissions, alterations to proxy roles or assignments or DDoS attempts.

BCS for SuccessFactors is easily deployed and configured, allowing a quick
roll-out. On top of that, it works for every industry and integrates with any
SIEM. To learn more about Logpoint BCS for SuccessFactors, visit Logpoint’s
blog post about it here.

About LogPoint
Logpoint is the creator of a reliable, innovative cybersecurity operations
platform — empowering organizations worldwide to thrive in a world of
evolving threats. By combining sophisticated technology and a profound
understanding of customer challenges, LogPoint bolsters security teams’
capabilities while helping them combat current and future threats. Logpoint
offers SIEM, UEBA, SOAR and SAP security technologies converged into a
complete platform that efficiently detects threats, minimizes false positives,
autonomously prioritizes risks, responds to incidents, and much more.
Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, with offices around the world,
Logpoint is a multinational, multicultural, and inclusive company. For more
information, visit http://www.logpoint.com
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